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Abstract. With the gradual adoption of publish/subscribe systems in
mission critical areas, it is essential that systems are subjected to
rigorous performance analysis before they are put into production. How-
ever, existing approaches to performance modeling and analysis of pub-
lish/subscribe systems suffer from many limitations that seriously
constrain their practical applicability. In this paper, we present a gener-
alized method for stochastic analysis of publish/subscribe systems em-
ploying identity-based hierarchical routing. The method is based on an
analytical model that addresses the major limitations of existing work
in this area. In particular, it supports arbitrary broker overlay topolo-
gies and allows to set workload parameters, e.g., publication rates and
subscription lifetimes, individually for each broker. The analysis is illus-
trated by a running example that helps to gain better understanding of
the derived mathematical relationships.
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1 Introduction

Publish/subscribe systems were originally motivated by the need for loosely-
coupled and asynchronous dissemination of information in distributed event-
based applications. With the advent of ambient intelligence and ubiquitous
computing, many new applications of publish/subscribe systems have emerged.
The main advantage of publish/subscribe is that it makes it possible to decouple
communicating parties in time, space, and flow [2].

In a publish/subscribe system, clients can take over the roles of publishers
or subscribers depending on whether they act as producers or consumers of
information. Publishers publish information in the form of notifications, while
subscribers express their interest in specific notifications by issuing subscriptions.
Subscriptions are usually defined as a set of constraints on the type and content
of notifications and are often referred to as filters. A notification service delivers
published notifications to all subscribers that have issued matching subscriptions.
In many cases, the notification service is implemented by a set of brokers each
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managing a set of local clients. The brokers are connected by overlay links and
a published notification is routed stepwise from the publisher hosting broker
over intermediate brokers to all brokers that host subscribers with matching
subscriptions. To achieve this, each broker manages a routing table that is used
to forward incoming notifications to neighbor brokers and local clients. The
routing tables are updated according to a routing algorithm (e.g., identity-based
or covering-based routing [3]) by propagating information about subscriptions
in the broker network in form of control messages.

With the increasing popularity of publish/subscribe and its gradual adoption
in mission critical areas, performance issues are becoming a major concern. To
avoid the pitfalls of inadequate Quality of Service (QoS), it is essential that
publish/subscribe systems are subjected to rigorous performance analysis before
they are put into production. Existing approaches to performance analysis of
publish/subscribe systems suffer from some significant limitations. Most research
in this area is focused on specific system configurations that are evaluated by
means of time- and resource-intensive simulations. Such evaluations are expen-
sive especially when large-scale systems with multiple alternative configurations
and workloads have to be considered. We discuss related work in detail in Sect. 5.

In [4], we derived closed form equations for the routing table sizes and the
message rate in publish/subscribe systems based on hierarchical identity-based
routing. However, this approach required several simplifications and restrictive
assumptions seriously limiting its practical value. For example, the broker topol-
ogy was assumed to be a complete n-ary tree and publishers were only allowed
to be connected to leaf brokers. Furthermore, subscriptions were assumed to be
equally distributed among filter classes and brokers.

In this paper, we build on previous work and propose a generalized method
for stochastic analysis of publish/subscribe systems that apply identity-based hi-
erarchical routing. The method is based on an analytical model that allows to
freely set many important system parameters. In particular, arbitrary tree-based
broker overlay topologies are supported and publishers as well as subscribers can
connect to any broker in the system. Finally, the subscription arrival rates and
their lifetimes, as well as the notification publication rates, can be specified for
each broker and filter class individually to model locality. The proposed analyti-
cal model can be used to predict the routing table sizes as well as the message rate
for a given workload and configuration scenario. This allows to evaluate trade-offs
across multiple scenarios with minimal overhead. While presenting our method,
we consider an exemplary setting that we use as a running example in order to
demonstrate the applicability of our approach and obtain some quantitative re-
sults that are used to provide insight into the mathematical relationships. In addi-
tion, all analytical results presented for the exemplary setting which comprise over
1400 concrete workload and configuration scenarios, have been compared against
simulation of the system to confirm the validity of our method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we describe
how routing is done in the type of systems we consider. Section 3 introduces
the foundational system model and the exemplary setting. Sect. 4 describes our
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analysis method in detail. In Sect. 5 related work is reviewed. Finally, the paper
is wrapped up in Sect. 6.

2 Publish/Subscribe Routing

Routing in publish/subscribe systems takes place on two levels. On the upper
level, the overlay network, messages traverse the broker overlay topology based
on their content and the currently active subscriptions. On the lower level, mes-
sages are routed through the physical network between neighboring brokers in
the overlay topology. The routing of notifications in the broker overlay network
is done according to a publish/subscribe routing algorithm. In this paper, we
consider publish/subscribe systems that use hierarchical routing [5,3] to route
notifications from publishers to subscribers. With this approach, brokers are ar-
ranged in a tree-based overlay topology, where one of the brokers is designated as
root broker. Subscriptions are propagated only upwards in the broker tree from
the subscriber hosting brokers towards the root broker and establish routing en-
tries on their way forming the reverse delivery path for matching notifications.

The propagation of a subscription can be suppressed if the delivery of all noti-
fications matching the subscription is already guaranteed by another active sub-
scription propagated previously. With identity-based hierarchical routing, which
we consider here, this is the case if a subscription matching the same set of noti-
fications has already been forwarded to the parent broker before. Notifications,
on the other hand, are always propagated all the way up to the root broker. In
addition, notifications are propagated downwards towards subscribers whenever
they meet a matching routing entry on their way to the root broker.

Leaf Broker
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...
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical identity-based routing
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The routing algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. Client C1 subscribes to a fil-
ter class and the subscription is propagated upwards installing corresponding
routing entries in the routing tables of brokers B2, B1 and R (depicted as solid
arrows pointing downwards). After that, client C2 subscribes to the same filter
class and the subscription is propagated upwards to B1 where it meets an al-
ready installed routing entry for the respective filter class. Thus, the subscription
is not forwarded further up the tree. Then, client C3 publishes a notification n
matching the filter class that the other clients have subscribed to. The notifi-
cation is propagated from B4 to its parent broker B1 which forwards it to the
root broker R. Due to the routing entries at B1, the notification is additionally
forwarded to B2 and B3 which deliver it to clients C1 and C2, respectively.

3 Foundational Model and Exemplary Setting

Before we start presenting our analysis method, we first describe the underlying
system model as well as an exemplary setting for our running example.

3.1 Foundational System Model

Instead of dealing with clients directly, we assume independent arrivals of new
subscriptions at the brokers for each filter class. The subscription inter-arrival
times are modeled using exponential distributions. The subscription lifetimes, on
the other hand, can have arbitrary distributions. We denote with λf (B)−1 the
mean inter-arrival time and with μf (B)−1 the mean lifetime of subscriptions
at broker B for filter class f . We denote with ωf(B) the publication rate of
broker B for filter class f . Let B be the set of all brokers and F be the set of
filter classes. The overall publication rate ωf of a filter class within the whole
system is then ωf =

∑
B∈B ωf (B) and the overall publication rate over all filters

classes is ω =
∑

f∈F ωf .
To ease the presentation of our method, we assume that each notification

belongs to exactly one filter class and that subscriptions are placed for individual
filter classes only. However, the presented approach can be extended from the
pure channel-based approach to general identity-based routing. In this case, each
subscription belongs to a filter class as before but poses an additional constraint
on the notification content. Essentially, this extension effects the probability
that two subscriptions are identical and the set of notifications matched by a
subscription. Both effects can be addressed by introducing two variable factors
depending on the number of subscriptions.

3.2 Exemplary Setting

Next, we present an exemplary setting that we use as a running example in the
rest of the paper in order to demonstrate the applicability of our approach and
obtain some quantitative results that illustrate the steps of our analysis method
and provide insight into the mathematical relationships. To this end, a scenario
was chosen that illustrates trade-offs in using different broker topologies and
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...

Fig. 2. Resulting topologies for 15 brokers

provides some quantitative results that can be easily interpreted by the reader.
Note that all analytical results presented for the exemplary setting (covering
in total over 1400 concrete workload and configuration scenarios) have been
compared against results obtained through simulation of the system. In all cases,
the analytical results were identical to the simulation results.

We consider 7 exemplary topologies consisting of 127 brokers arranged in a
binary tree. The trees are varied from a balanced tree with seven levels to a
linear arrangement of the brokers with 127 levels by restricting the maximum
number of brokers at each level of the tree to 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, respectively. We
denote the topologies by T1, T2, T4, T8, T16, T32 and T64. Fig. 2 shows the four
topologies that would result for 15 brokers.

Besides using different topologies, most experiments we present in the context
of the example vary the mean overall number of subscriptions Ns in the system
from 10 to 700 000 (equally distributed among brokers and filter classes). Please
note that as mentioned in Sect. 1, our analysis method allows arbitrary distri-
butions of the subscriptions and the notifications published among brokers and
filter classes. The exemplary setting uses a uniform distribution in order to come
up with simple scenarios that illustrate the results. For the rest of this paper,
unless stated otherwise, the following parameters are fixed:

– | F |= 1000, where F is the set of all filter classes.
– Mean lifetime of subscriptions μf (B)−1 is 60s for all brokers and filter classes.
– The overall publication rate ω is set to 1000s−1, i.e., 1000 notifications are

published per second (equally distributed among brokers and filter classes).

4 Analysis Method

We now present our analysis method and derive the routing table sizes (Sect. 4.1)
which are a measure for the matching overhead, as well as the message rate
(Sect. 4.2) which can be used to estimate the overall communication costs.

4.1 Routing Table Sizes

The routing table of a broker consists of local routing entries used to deliver
notifications to local subscribers and remote routing entries used to forward
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notifications to child brokers along delivery paths. The remote routing entries of
a broker B depend on the local and remote routing entries of its child brokers. We
first introduce pf

0 (B) as the probability that broker B has no local subscription
for a filter class f . Modeling the subscriptions at the broker with a M/G/∞
queuing system, the probability pf

0 (B) can be determined based on the arrival
rate λf (B) of subscriptions at broker B and their mean lifetime μf (B)−1 [6]:

pf
0(B) = e−λf (B)/μf (B) (1)

The expected number of local routing entries for a filter class f is then:

xf
l (B) = λf (B) · μf (B)−1 (2)

We now introduce P f
0 (B) as the probability that B has neither a local subscrip-

tion nor a remote routing entry for filter class f . We denote with C(B) the set
of all child brokers of broker B. P f

0 (B) depends directly on pf
0 (B) and on the

value of P f
0 for all child brokers of B (if B is not a leaf broker)1:

P f
0 (B) = pf

0 (B) ·
∏

C∈C(B)

P f
0 (C) (3)

Given that client communication is local, the local routing entries are of minor
interest as they do not cause network traffic. We therefore concentrate on the
remote routing entries. A broker B has no remote routing entry for a filter class f
and a child broker C if C has neither a local subscriber nor a remote routing
entry for f . The probability that this is the case is P f

0 (C). The expected number
of remote routing entries broker B has for filter class f can then be determined
as

xf
r (B) =

∑

C∈C(B)

(1 − P f
0 (C)) (4)

Thus, the sum of all remote routing entries for filter class f is given by

xf
r =

∑

B∈B
xf

r (B) (5)

We denote with xr =
∑

f∈F xf
r the expected overall number of remote routing

entries in the system. When the number of subscriptions grows infinitely, xr

converges to the product of the number of overlay links and the number of filter
classes, i.e., 126 000 in our example.

Figure 3 shows the expected overall number of remote routing entries xr for
the exemplary seven topologies plotted against the mean number of subscriptions
in the system. As the number of subscriptions grows, xr increases strictly mono-
tonically with the gradient2 continuously decreasing. As expected, xr eventually
1 In case of a leaf broker the (empty) product equals 1.
2 Please note that all figures use a logarithmic scale for the number of subscriptions.
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Fig. 3. Routing table sizes

converges to 126 000 for all topologies. The gradient at which the individual plot
of a certain topology starts in the origin depends on the average path length of
the topology. The longer the average path length, the steeper the plot is for lower
number of subscriptions and the flatter it is for higher number of subscriptions.

4.2 Message Rate

The message rate is the sum of the rate used for notification messages and the
rate used for control messages.

Notification Rate. In order to derive the notification rate, we first look at
the case where all publishers are connected to the root broker. Consider the
publication of a notification of filter class f . This notification causes one message
for each remote routing entry for filter class f in the system. Thus, the number
of notifications bn sent in the system per second is:

bn =
∑

f∈F
xf

r · ωf (6)

If publishers can connect to arbitrary brokers, we have to add the number of
additional messages sent due to hierarchical routing. A notification forwarded
by broker B to its parent broker B′ is additional if no subscriber for the respec-
tive filter class exists in the sub-tree rooted at B since the notification would
not have been forwarded over this link from B′ to B if it would have been
published at the root broker R instead. We will use the notation B̂ to denote
the parent broker of broker B assuming that B �= R. We introduce P(B) as
the set of brokers on the path from B to R, including B and excluding R, i.e.,
P(B) = {B} ∪ P(B̂) if B �= R and P(B) = ∅ otherwise. The mean number of
additional messages caused by a notification of filter class f that is published
at a broker B is

∑
B′∈P(B) P f

0 (B′) since P f
0 (B′) is the probability that there is
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no subscription for filter class f in the sub-tree rooted at B′. Thus, the mean
number of additional messages published per second is:

bp =
∑

f∈F

∑

B∈B\{R}

⎛

⎝ωf(B) ·
∑

B′∈P(B)

P f
0 (B′)

⎞

⎠ (7)

Figure 4 shows the overall notification rate bn + bp for our exemplary setting.
The rate monotonically increases until it converges to 126 000 notifications per
second. For smaller numbers of subscriptions, the rate is dominated by bp, while
for larger numbers of subscriptions it is dominated by bn. Additionally, the more
balanced the topology is, the less important bp is.

Control Message Rate. The control message rate bc consists of all messages
sent in the system to keep the broker routing tables up-to-date. The key to
determine this rate is the toggling of brokers: We say that a broker B is in state 0
for filter class f if it has neither a local nor a remote subscription (i.e., a routing
entry installed for one of its child brokers) for this filter class. Otherwise, the
broker is said to be in state 1 for this filter class. Since we are using hierarchical
identity-based routing (cf. Sect. 2), each time a broker toggles from state 0 to
state 1 or vice versa it sends a toggle message to its parent broker. The control
message rate is then given by the sum of the toggle rates of all brokers, where
the toggle rate of an individual broker depends on its local clients and on the
toggle rates of its child brokers.

To derive the toggle rate of an inner broker for a given filter class, we need to
determine the rate at which subscriptions for the respective filter class arrive in
the sub-tree rooted at the broker. We will refer to this rate as the accumulated
subscription arrival rate. The latter depends on the local subscription arrival
rate at the broker, given by λf (B), and the accumulated arrival rates of its child
brokers. The subscription arrivals at each broker form a Poisson process and the
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Fig. 5. Control message rate

superposition of multiple independent Poisson processes is also a Poisson process
with arrival rate equal to the sum of the arrival rates of the individual Poisson
processes. Thus, we obtain the following recursive formula for the accumulated
subscription arrival rate λf

a(B) of broker B for filter class f :

λf
a(B) = λf (B) +

∑

C∈C(B)

λf
a(C) (8)

Using λf
a(B), we can now calculate the toggle rate Mf (B) of each broker in the

system for filter class f . Each subscription issued or revoked leads to a control
message sent by broker B to its parent broker if there is no other subscription
for the same filter class in the sub-tree rooted in B. The probability for this is
P f

0 (B). Moreover, the expected values of the accumulated subscription arrival
rate and the accumulated subscription death rate are equal because we consider
a system in equilibrium. The expected number of toggles per second is thus:

Mf (B) = 2 · λf
a(B) · P f

0 (B) (9)

The control message rate (total number of toggle messages) bc is given by:

bc =
∑

f∈F

∑

B∈B\R

Mf(B) (10)

Figure 5 shows the control message rate bc in the publish/subscribe system for
the seven exemplary topologies. For T1, T8, T16, T32 and T64, the control message
rate rises from 0 to a global maximum, then starts to drop, and finally converges
to 0 as the number of subscriptions is further increased. This is because for
small numbers of subscriptions, the routing tables are only lightly filled and
therefore when a subscription is issued or revoked, the probability that some
toggle messages are generated is high. However, as the routing tables get in-
creasingly filled, a point is reached after which the probability of generating a
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toggle message when a subscription is issued or revoked starts to drop. In conse-
quence, the control message rate starts to decrease after reaching its maximum
and eventually converges to 0.

For T1, the control message rate reaches its maximum for a much smaller
number of subscriptions than in the other topologies. This is due to the fact
that in this topology the routing tables fill up more quickly. The plots of T2
and T4 are different in that they additionally have a local maximum caused by
the asymmetry of these topologies.

Comparison with Notification Flooding and Simple Routing. The anal-
ysis method presented so far can already be used to compare hierarchical routing
to basic notification flooding. With flooding no remote routing entries are used:
Each published notification is sent once over every overlay link leading to a
notification rate of

bf =

(
∑

B∈B
|C(B)|

)

·
∑

f∈F
ωf (11)

The notification rate saved by hierarchical routing compared to basic notification
flooding is thus given by:

bs = bf − (bn + bp) (12)

The overall message rate b saved by applying hierarchical routing compared to
using basic notification flooding is then:

b = bs − bc (13)

Figure 6 shows the saved message rate for the seven exemplary topologies. The
saved message rate equals 126 000 notifications per second if there are no sub-
scriptions in the system. For larger numbers of subscriptions, the message rate
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saved continuously decreases and finally converges to 0. The more unbalanced
the topology is, the steeper the drop in the saved message rate is.

For our last example, we include a comparison with simple routing, where
each subscription is always propagated towards the root broker [3]. In this case,
the notification traffic is the same while the control traffic is:

bcs = 2 ·
∑

f∈F

∑

B∈B\{R}
λf

a(B) (14)

Figure 7depicts the controlmessage rates bc and bcs aswell as the savednotification
rate bs for topology T8 and different publication ratesω. It shows that depending on
ω, filtering may perform worse than flooding if the number of subscriptions in the
system exceeds a certain threshold. For example, with ω = 32s−1 this is the case
for identity-based routing if Ns > 100 000 and for simple routing if Ns > 10 000.
Identity-based routing outperforms simple routing.

5 Related Work

An analytical model of publish/subscribe systems based on subscription forward-
ing is presented by Castelli et al. [7]. The authors provide closed form analytical
expressions for the overall network traffic required to disseminate subscriptions
and propagate notifications, as well as for the message forwarding load on in-
dividual system nodes. However, the same restrictive assumptions as in [4] are
made about the topology and the distribution of publishers and subscribers
among brokers. Thus, this model is not applicable in most practical scenarios.

Bricconi et al. present in [8] a simple model of the Jedi publish/subscribe sys-
tem. The model is mainly used to calculate the number of notifications received
by each broker using a uniform distribution of subscriptions. To model the mul-
ticast communication, the authors introduce a spreading coefficient between 0
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and 1 which models the probability that a broker at a given distance (in hops)
from the publishing broker receives a published notification.

Baldoni et al. [9,10] propose an analytical model of distributed computation
based on a publish/subscribe system. The system is abstracted through two de-
lays (subscription/unsubscription delay and diffusion delay) which are assumed
to be known. The proposed model is only used to calculate the number of noti-
fications that are missed by subscribers due to high network delays.

A basic high-level cost model of publish/subscribe systems in mobile Grid
environments is presented in [11]. This model, however, does not provide much
insight into the behavior of the system since it is based on the assumption that
the publish/subscribe cost and time delay per notification are known. In [12],
probabilistic model checking techniques and stochastic models are used to an-
alyze publish/subscribe systems. The communication infrastructure (i.e., the
transmission channels and the publish/subscribe middleware) are modeled by
means of probabilistic timed automata. The analysis considers the probability
of message loss, the average time taken to complete a task and the optimal
message buffer sizes. However, a centralized architecture is assumed.

In [13], a methodology for workload characterization and performance mod-
eling of distributed event-based systems is presented. A workload model of a
generic system is developed and analytical analysis techniques are used to char-
acterize the system traffic and to estimate the mean notification delivery latency.
For more accurate performance prediction queuing Petri net models are used.
While this technique is applicable to a wide range of systems, it relies on mon-
itoring data obtained from the system and it is therefore only applicable if the
system is available for testing. Furthermore, for systems of realistic size and
complexity, the queuing Petri net models would not be analytically tractable.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a generalized method for stochastic analysis of
publish/subscribe systems employing identity-based hierarchical routing. The
method eliminates the major limitations of existing work in this area and is ap-
plicable to a much wider range of systems. We presented results for over 1400
different workload and configuration scenarios for which we have compared the
analytical results against simulation confirming the validity of our method.

The analysis method we presented provides an important foundation for per-
formance modeling and evaluation of publish/subscribe systems which is an
important contribution in an area where evaluations mostly rely on extensive
simulation studies and often neither the simulation code nor the underlying
data sets are publicly available.

As a next step, we intend to build on our analysis method and derive perfor-
mance metrics such as utilization and delay for physical links and overlay links
as well as notification and subscription delays. Furthermore, we intend to extend
our analytical model to support covering-based and merging-based routing [3],
peer-to-peer routing in addition to hierarchical routing, and advertisements.
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